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"Two old friends reunite at their Jewish day school's reunion. Now in their early forties, Guido, a photographer, and Charlie, a
psychologist, become interested in the same woman, the alluring Aviva, a cello teacher. Unbeknownst to Guido, Charlie takes
Guido's mistress, Aviva, as his client. Aviva, meanwhile, knows nothing about the conneciton between the two men."--Jacket.
A Chambermaid's DiaryCelestine: The Diary of a ChambermaidOlympia Press
The easiest way to discover more movies to enjoy at home this book contains more than 600 lists of the best in video.
A collection for laypersons and experts alike, this authoritative work includes biographies of the stars, producers, directors, writers,
technical information, and more

This annual edition of the Time Out Film Guide, now updated to include over 12,000 films, covers every area of world
cinema: classic silents and thirties comedies, documentaries and the avant-garde, French and Japanese cinema,
Hollywood mainstream and B-rated horror films. Time Out's extraordinarily strong international coverage includes award
listings for the Berlin, Venice, and Cannes festivals as well as the Oscar winners since 1927. Fully cross-referenced with
extensive indexes covering films by country, genre, subject, director, and actor, this is the ultimate guide for movie lovers
of all inclinations. Combining a wealth of practical information -- director, cast, alternative titles, running time, release date
-- with thirty years of authoritative analyses from 207 Time Out reviewers, this A-to-Z directory delivers honest, incisive,
informed, and contentious criticism. The seventh edition includes 700 new reviews from every genre of world cinema
and, for the first time, a readers' poll of all-time top-ten films.
"The first serious examination of Buchanan's body of work, addresses themes such as the end of suburbia, the rebel
outsider, the oppressive establishment, the curse of fame, and creatures of destruction. Information on some of the
unfinished, unreleased,d
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The most popular, authoritative, and complete reference book on film for movie and video fans--updated and revised to
include the latest major films, actors, directors, writers, and everyone else of importance in the movie industry. More
comprehensive than any other film encyclopedia. "A knockout compilation".--Chicago Tribune. 100 photographs.
Excerpts from and citations to reviews of more than 8,000 books each year, drawn from coverage of 109 publications.
Book Review Digest provides citations to and excerpts of reviews of current juvenile and adult fiction and nonfiction in the
English language. Reviews of the following types of books are excluded: government publications, textbooks, and
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technical books in the sciences and law. Reviews of books on science for the general reader, however, are included. The
reviews originate in a group of selected periodicals in the humanities, social sciences, and general science published in
the United States, Canada, and Great Britain. - Publisher.
De Lempicka stood at the center of the sophisticated Paris art world of the 1920s and 30s. Her love for beautiful women,
elegant automobiles, and the modern metropolis provided not only motifs for her pictures, but also influenced her artistic
style. She pioneered a new image of life on the screen, evident in the new, self-confident woman and the changing
aspects of femininity and masculinity.
The creators of VideoHound's Golden Movie Retriever present another winner--the ultimate guide to more than 3,000 of
the best movies of all time. Extensive indexes of stars, directors, and over 325 wildly original categories, from
Adolescence and Airborne Disasters to Wedding Bells and Wrong Side of the Tracks make it easy to hone in the perfect
movie for any mood or occasion. Line drawings.
A QUICK AND EASY RENTER'S GUIDE TO HELP YOU FIND VIDEOS, ORGANIZED JUST LIKE YOUR VIDEO
STORE! You'll be watching movies like the experts with this fact-packed video guide to more than16,000 films.
Organized by category to make your decision easier, this bestselling encyclopedia is unique in its comprehensive
coverage and user-friendliness. From Five Stars to Turkey, the ratings help you preview the perfect movie for you! * * *
Indexed by director, star, title, and Oscar winners! * * * In the full-title index, all four- and five-star movies are indicated by
an *, and all new entries are highlighted for easy identification. * * * Special sections on family, foreign, and documentary
films! * * * More offbeat and obscure films than any other guide, with serials, B-Westerns, horror movies, repackaged TV
series, and made-for-TV movies! * * * "The best all-around volume." --Newsday
Describes wide screen technology, identifies widescreen and special sound processes, and lists cast and credits for wide screen films
In this masterful and often surprising sequel to the acclaimed Duane's Depressed, the Pulitzer Prize- and Oscar-winning author of Lonesome
Dove has written a haunting, elegiac, and occasionally erotic novel about one of his most beloved characters. Duane Moore first made his
appearance in The Last Picture Show and, like his author, he has aged but not lost his vigor or his taste for life. Back from a two-week trip to
Egypt, Duane finds he cannot readjust to life in Thalia, the small, dusty, West Texas hometown in which he has spent all of his life. In the
short time he was away, it seems that everything has changed alarmingly. His office barely has a reason to exist now that his son Dickie is
running the company from Wichita Falls, his lifelong friends seem to have suddenly grown old, his familiar hangout, once a good oldfashioned convenience store, has been transformed into an "Asian Wonder Deli," his daughters seem to have taken leave of their senses and
moved on to new and strange lives, and his own health is at serious risk. It's as if Duane cannot find any solace or familiarity in Thalia and
cannot even bring himself to revisit the house he shared for decades with his late wife, Karla, and their children and grandchildren. He spends
his days aimlessly riding his bicycle (already a sign of serious eccentricity in West Texas) and living in his cabin outside town. The more he
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tries to get back to the rhythm of his old life, the more he realizes that he should have left Thalia long ago—indeed everybody he cared for
seems to have moved on without him, to new lives or to death. The only consolation is meeting the young, attractive geologist, Annie
Cameron, whom Dickie has hired to work out of the Thalia office. Annie is brazenly seductive, yet oddly cold, young enough to be Duane's
daughter, or worse, and Duane hasn't a clue how to handle her. He's also in love with his psychiatrist, Honor Carmichael, who after years of
rebuffing him, has decided to undertake what she feels is Duane's very necessary sex reeducation, opening him up to some major, lifechanging surprises. For the lesson of When the Light Goes is that where there's life, there is indeed hope—Duane, widowed, displaced from
whatever is left of his own life, suddenly rootless in the middle of his own hometown, and at risk of death from a heart that also doesn't seem
to be doing its job, is in the end saved by sex, by love, and by his own compassionate and intense interest in other people and the surprises
they reveal. At once realistic and life-loving, often hilariously funny, and always moving, Larry McMurtry has written one of his finest and most
compelling novels to date, doing for Duane what he did so triumphantly for Aurora in Terms of Endearment.
Mirbeau's elegant satire of French society in the wake of the Drefus affair. Celestine is an innocent girl who loses her father to a boating
accident and, over time, her dignity to the wealthy men who employ her. Still she soldiers on, obtaining at times a measure of revenge on the
wealthy and powerful. By the author of Torture Garden.
Today, September 14, at three o'clock in the afternoon, in mild, gray, and rainy weather, I have entered upon my new place. It is the twelfth in
two years. Of course I say nothing of the places which I held in previous years. It would be impossible for me to count them. Ah! I can boast
of having seen interiors and faces, and dirty souls. And the end is not yet. Judging from the really extraordinary and dizzy way in which I have
rolled, here and there, successively, from houses to employment-bureaus, and from employment-bureaus to houses, from the Bois de
Boulogne to the Bastille, from the Observatory to Montmartre, from the Ternes to the Gobelins, everywhere, without ever succeeding in
establishing myself anywhere, the masters in these days must be hard to please. It is incredible.

From classroom aids to corporate training programs, technical resources to self-help guides, children's features to
documentaries, theatrical releases to straight-to-video movies, The Video Source Book continues its comprehensive
coverage of the wide universe of video offerings with more than 130,000 complete program listings, encompassing more
than 160,000 videos. All listings are arranged alphabetically by title. Each entry provides a description of the program and
information on obtaining the title. Six indexes -- alternate title, subject, credits, awards, special formats and program
distributors -- help speed research.
A daughter of a two-decades bishop of New York chronicles their turbulent relationship, his journey from robber-baron
wealth to work among America's post-war urban poor, and his contributions as a civil rights and peace activist.
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly made a place
for itself as the trusted resource for readers across the country. With award-winning writing and photography covering
everything from politics and food to theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent mission has been to reflect back to its
audience the energy and excitement of the city itself, while celebrating New York as both a place and an idea.
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